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Make an Electric Motor
Parts list:

•A magnet



•A battery

•2 Medium sized safety pins

•Some thin copper wire (about 80cm)

•Two pieces of strong sticky tape (duct)

•Some pressure sensitive adhesive (Blu tack)

•A small piece of sand paper

•A baseboard

There are two main parts to an electric motor:

1.The armature (this is the part that spins round) and,

2.The mounting (this holds the armature and allows it to spin)

Make the armature

1.Wrap the wire round a fat pen (a 'Sharpie' is about right) leaving about 6cm free on 
both ends.

2.Take the coil of copper wire that you have made off the pen

3.Holding the coil between the thumb and finger of one hand use the other hand to 
put one of the ends through the middle of the ring and wrap it round one side of the 
coil two or three times. Do this again with the other end but on the other side of the 
coil.

Explanation: Doing this holds the coil together and gives you two wires sticking out 
from the sides of the coil that your motor will spin on.

4.Trim the ends of the two pieces of wire sticking out from either side of the armature 
down to about 4.5cm with a pair of scissors.

5.Sandpaper the first 3cm of both of the pieces of wire sticking out from either side of 
the armature.

Explanation: This is to remove the coating from the wire and leave the copper bare 
so that it makes contact with the mounting allowing the electricity to pass through. 



6.Your completed armature should look like this:

Make the motor mounting

1.Using the tape fix the safety pins to each end of the battery.

The holes at the ends of the safety pin must be sticking out in the same direction and 
the opening part of the safety pins pressed firmly against the ends of the battery so 
that an electrical contact is made.

2.Using two pieces of Blu Tack fix the battery with the safety pins onto the base 
plate. The two safety pins should be sticking straight up.



3.Fix the magnet to the top of the battery using a piece of Blu Tack.

You have now completed the motor mounting

Completing the motor

To complete the motor, slide the two bare wires on either side of the armature into 
the holes of the safety pins at each end of the battery.



 

The coil of the armature should be just over the top of the magnet but not be 
touching it.

With a little adjustment the armature should start to spin, you now have a working 
electric motor….well done!!

You can watch the motor working on our You Tube channel by following this link:

https://youtu.be/IJimr8n9TuY 

More information – if you are interested!

Why is the armature spinning?

Copper and the copper wire of the armature is not a magnetic metal but it is a very 
good conductor of electricity. 

When electricity passes through a wire it makes a small magnetic ‘field’ around the 
wire, by coiling the wire to make the armature you make the magnetic field stronger. 
Because copper is a good conductor of electricity it makes a very good electro-
magnetic field when electricity is passed through it.

https://youtu.be/IJimr8n9TuY


With your motor the magnetic field of the small magnet and the electro-magnetic 
field of the copper armature push against one another and this is what makes the 
armature spin.

Parts – if you live in New Zealand this is where you can get some of the parts for the 
motor:

https://www.jaycar.co.nz/ferrite-magnets-pkt-6/p/LM1614

https://www.jaycar.co.nz/0-315mm-enamel-copper-wire-spool/p/WW4013
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Aerofoil Experiment

Kit list:

•A piece of paper about 10cm x 20cm

•A smaller piece of paper for a rudder

•A piece of straw

•A piece of string

•Two sticks

•A blob of pressure sensitive adhesive (Blu tack)

•Scissors

•Sticky tape

1.Bend or fold the paper in half:

https://www.jaycar.co.nz/0-315mm-enamel-copper-wire-spool/p/WW4013
https://www.jaycar.co.nz/ferrite-magnets-pkt-6/p/LM1614


2.Hold one edge of the paper about 10cm in from the other edge and tape it to 
create a bow or wave shape on the top surface:

3.Cut out a rudder, fold it and fix it with a piece of tape to the flat bit of your paper 
wave; this is called the ‘trailing edge’ of the aerofoil:

4. Make a hole through both parts of the wing about 2.5cm back from the rounded 
part of your paper wave; this is called the ‘leading edge’ of an aerofoil. Make sure 
that the hole on the bottom is slightly further back towards the trailing edge. You can 
do this by putting a piece of Blu Tack onto the wing and pushing a pencil through. 
Put a piece of drinking straw through the hole and fix it with some tape.



5. Thread some string, about 60cm, through the straw and fix the ends to two sticks 
with blobs of Blu Tack:

You are now ready for take-off!

Hold one stick in each hand one above the other so that the string is vertical. The top 
of the wing has the rudder on it. Now swing the sticks through the air or have a little 
run holding onto them and as the airflow goes around the wing it will rise up along 
the string.

https://youtu.be/EBGgHMflVug 

The science bit.

https://youtu.be/EBGgHMflVug


Why does the wing go up?

Part of the reason is that the top of your wing is longer than the bottom so the air 
moving over the top has further to go and therefore moves faster so, according to 
Bernoulli’s principle (look him up sometime, great guy!), this creates lower pressure 
above the wing than the higher pressure below the wing where the air flow is slower. 
The result of this is an upwards push or lift.

There is quite a bit more to it and you are welcome to look it all up but, to cut a long 
story short, this allows birds, bats, dinosaurs and even humans to fly; hurrah!
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Spectrum Experiment
Kit list:

•A piece of stiff card

•A pencil

•A circular template

•Scissors

•A ruler

•Coloured pencils: red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo and violet

•Something to make holes in the card with

•A piece of string



White light from the Sun (and from other stars and light sources) is made up of a 
spectrum of colours. You can see this when white light is split by raindrops and 
forms a rainbow. The visible colours of the Suns spectrum are red, orange, green, 
blue, indigo (dark blue) and violet.

This experiment shows that if the colours of the spectrum are mixed and that what 
you get is white again.

1. Cut a circle of cardboard

2. Divide the circle into seven equal-ish segments

Use the pencil to roughly divide the circle up into seven segments like this. They 
don’t have to be perfectly the same.

3. Colour in the segments of the circle

Do this in the order red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo violet



4. Make two holes just off the centre:

5. Pass the string through the holes and tie the ends off with a reef knot.

6. Congratulations, you now have a completed spinner, can you make it go? 



When you spin coloured the disc you will see the colours merge together on the 
card. Unfortunately, the card will not go white because the colours from the pencils 
that you have used are not the pure colours of the spectrum.
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Make an Electro-Magnet
Parts list:

•A nail

•A battery

•Some thin wire (about 2m)

•Two pieces of strong sticky tape (duct)

•Some iron or steel nails or paperclips (to pick up)

Making the magnet and using it

1.Wind the wire around the nail about 60 times, leaving either end of the nail free 
and keeping around 75mm of the wire free at both ends. It works well if you first wind 
the wire down the nail towards the point and then wind back up over the top of the 
winding that you have already done.



2.Use some tape to hold the wire in place.

3.Tape one of the loose ends of the wire onto one end of the battery making sure 
that you make an electrical connection. 

4.Holding the other loose end of the wire on the other end of the battery will make 
the nail magnetic.

5.Dip the nail into some small nails or paper clips and you will see that it picks them 
up.



6.Now take the loose end of the wire off the battery and you should see the small 
nails fall off. 

Warnings!

If you pass the current through the wire for more than a few seconds two things 
happen;

1.Because the nail is made of steel it will become permanently magnetised.

2.The battery will quickly run down.

3.The battery will become hot!

More information

The magnetic effect in a wire when a current is passed through it is very weak. By 
winding the wire round the nail, you are multiplying the effect. If you were to wind 
more wire round the nail the magnetic effect would be even greater. 

Parts – if you live in New Zealand this is where you can get some of the parts for the 
electromagnet:

Orange Light Duty Hook-up Wire - 25m | Jaycar Electronics New Zealand

Otter Jolt Head Nails - Nails | Mitre 10™

Otter Panel Pins - Nails | Mitre 10™

Return to Contents
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https://www.mitre10.co.nz/shop/otter-panel-pins-12-x-1-0mm-bright/p/293370
https://www.mitre10.co.nz/shop/otter-jolt-head-nails-125-x-5-3mm-500g-galvanised/p/293074
https://www.jaycar.co.nz/orange-light-duty-hook-up-wire-25m/p/WH3003


Make a Periscope
Parts list:

•2 mirrors

•2 rulers

•A blob pressure sensitive adhesive (Blu tack)

The science bit – do check to see if we are right!

In geometric optics light is considered to travel in straight lines as rays. The law of 
reflection says that the angle that a ray of light hits a reflective surface (a mirror), say 
45 degrees, is the angle at which the reflection of that light can be observed in the 
mirror. 

And, to cut a long story short, this allows us to make periscopes and to look round 
corners; hurrah!

Stage one

•Put two blobs of Blu Tack on either end of a ruler. The blobs of Blu Tack ned to be 
quite large.

•Embed the two mirrors into the Blu Tack facing each other at, roughly, an angle of 
45 degrees as shown.

Stage 2

•Put two blobs of Blu Tack onto the second ruler and place it on top of the mirrors so 
that the Blu Tack grips the mirrors. Like this.



Stage 3 – Use your periscope

Place something to look at out of the line of your sight and from a lower level behind 
a wall, or maybe on a table that you are crouching behind. 

By carefully making some adjustments to the mirrors you will be able to see an 
image of the object in the lower mirror.

We found that it’s actually quite tricky but if you keep trying you should eventually get 
it!

Parts – if you live in New Zealand this is where you can get the mirrors for the 
periscope:



https://www.glassshoppe.co.nz/

####

Thank you for reading our book. If you enjoyed it we would be delighted if you could 
find the time to leave a review at your retailer.

Thank you, again.

John & Lance

About the authors:

John is a Scout Leader and Lance was, until recently, a Cub Scout, in New Zealand 
Two years ago, as we were working through the requirements for the Cub Scientist 
Badge, we prepared the words and images that are in this book so that the rest of 
our Cub pack could do them as well. 

https://www.glassshoppe.co.nz/
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